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		Get up-to-date fast on the techniques you need get your applications iCloud-ready. With Apple's iCloud servers now available to developers, there's every reason to make synchronization a core feature of your product. You'll learn how to iCloud-enable the data formats you're most likely to use in an iOS application: key-value data, document-based data, and relational data. Using a simple grocery list application as an example, you'll find out how to configure any application to make the most of iCloud's capabilities.

		

		Your app's users want their application data to be in sync as they switch from one device to another. Guided by iOS expert Cesare Rocchi, you'll start by learning how to configure an app and its resources for iCloud. Then, after a quick introduction to iCloud-supported data types, you'll work on using the simplest: key-value data.

		

		Next, you'll find out how to get your document-based data (including media files), and even relational data working with iCloud. As you learn each new technique, you'll use it to synchronize yet another module of the book's sample app, Grocery, a simple shopping list that can be shared between two or more devices. You'll learn how to handle the kinds of conflicts likely to occur when you build apps that keep themselves in sync across phones and tablets, as well as how to deal with the notifications used by iCloud to broadcast changes as they occur.

		

		As devices proliferate, synchronization is more important than ever. When you finish this book, you'll know how to make it a part of your own applications.

		

		What You Need:

		

		You should have Xcode 4.6.2 and iOS SDK 6.0 installed on your workstation. To write apps that interact with iCloud, you need to be a registered Apple developer. To test the synchronization of iCloud applications that you write, you'll need two iOS devices (either of which can be an iPhone, iPod, or iPad).
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Management of Ageing Processes in Graphite Reactor Cores (Special Publication)Royal Society of Chemistry, 2007
Many nuclear reactors and components are coming to the end of their 'useful' life and strategies for the effective management of these decommissioned parts are paramount. Management of Ageing Processes in Graphite Reactor Cores discusses in detail both the scientific challenges and the issues involved in this subject. Covering fundamentals of...
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Methods in Rhizosphere Biology ResearchSpringer, 2019

	This book compiles various methodologies used in understanding interactions within the rhizosphere. An in-depth understanding of the rhizosphere is essential to developing successful strategies for future sustainable agriculture. The book summarizes methods and techniques used to study the mechanisms involved in mutualistic symbioses and...
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Up Your Business!: 7 Steps to Fix, Build, or Stretch Your OrganizationJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007

	Praise for the first edition of Up Your Business!

	

	"Dave Anderson has hit another home run! Up Your Business! is an invaluable, highly readable guide that should be on the desk--and in the mind--of anyone demanding top-level performance from themselves and others."

	--James Strock, author, Reagan on Leadership...
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PHP jQuery CookbookPackt Publishing, 2010

	Nowadays, web applications are behaving more and more like desktop applications with lesser page loads and more user interaction and effects. The Web has become faster and applications such as Gmail and Facebook have given a new meaning to web applications.


	PHP on the server side and jQuery on the client side (browser) are a killer...
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Graphics of Large Datasets: Visualizing a Million (Statistics and Computing)Springer, 2006
Graphics are great for exploring data, but how can they be used for looking at the large datasets that are commonplace to-day? This book shows how to look at ways of visualizing large datasets, whether large in numbers of cases or large in numbers of variables or large in both. Data visualization is useful for data cleaning, exploring data,...
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The Internet of Products: An Approach to Establishing Total Transparency in Electronic MarketsSpringer, 2012

	'This study approaches the difficult problem of providing Internet users with a completely transparent view on electronic markets from a product information accessibility point of view. Robert Neumann analyzes economic, ecological, and societal gains of openly accessible product information in the form of theoretical models. Though many...
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